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Introduction

• What would be typical of a gender issue in a clinical
interaction? 

• Examples in our practice
• Do you think that you (or the person concerned) could

behave in another way? And if so, how?

How Sex and Gender Impact Clinical Practice, 2020 (Chapter 2: Clinician-patient 
communication: Gender influences, Amy Koerber and Kaye Renshaw)
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Introduction

• What would be typical of a gender issue in a clinical
interaction? 
… I don’t know!!!

• Risk of being evident or too broad (example of a woman of 
another culture and an occidental doctor, Koerber and Renshaw, p.14)

• Risk of a methodological populism («positionality», Olivier de 
Sardan, 2021)
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Introduction

• Examples in our practice
…Complexity but avoidance of the mentioned risks!!!

• Multiple layers (relational, patient’s internalized culture, 
consultation’s context, socio-economic status)

• Risk of being too focused or on the contrary
overwhelmed by a quest of the whole
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Introduction

• Do you think that you (or the person concerned) 
could behave in another way? And if so, how?

…making conscious what is spontaneous or unconscious?

• Risk of superficial changes (skills pasted on an 
unchanged mindset)
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Framework
• Which thoughts come up spontaneously?

cognition/
• Facts and their interpretation categorisation

• Skills or mindset?        attitude

• What to do… and what NOT to do?
action

• Skills without mindset… the worst?
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Clinical vignette 1
• A young man, coming from Nigeria (or Zimbabwe), 

anxious, threatening (himself and others), avid for the 
relation and with fluctuating psychotic and/or 
dissociated symptoms.

• I learn by my colleagues at the desk that he is often
asking one of them to have a coffee with her and he is
described as insistent

• What is at stake? What to say/do? What NOT to do?
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Clinical vignette 1
• Layers? 

• Relational: white doctor «teacher» of an african man (postcolonialism)
• Internalized culture: woman’s submission to man’s desire
• Context: european hospital and care’s mindset
• Socio-economic: illegal, poor, language (but access to hospital and english)

• Interventions?
• To support the colleague more than confronting too directly the patient
• To explore with tact and caution patient’expectations and representations
• To support actively patient’s social predicament
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Clinical vignette 2
• A young woman, volunteer for the Swiss army, comes to 

recruitment’s day and has to undergo a medical
examination

• When it comes to physical examination, she says that
she is embarassed because of her underwear (string)

• The medical doctor is still more embarassed and 
reminds her the context

• What to do? 
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Clinical vignette 2
• Layers? 

• Relational: man’s look at woman’s body (submission or not?)
• Internalized culture: same… but which one?
• Context: army (specific culture? machismo?)
• Socio-economic: none difference? 

• Interventions?
• To put words on the embarassment
• To confront with tact and caution patient’s awareness
• To question doctor’s own internalized culture (gender+army’s context)
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Clinical vignette 3 
• A middle-aged woman suffers from a chronic and incapacitating

lung disease
• She is migrant, in a very difficult situation and accepts to see a 

psychiatrist because of her sadness
• At the first appointment, she tells a long history of abuse and 

violence with her previous husband; soon later an abuse in her
childhood

• She says spontaneuosly than talking helps her and that she can do 
it only because of being here and «no matter a man»
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Clinical vignette 3
• Layers? 

• Relational: white doctor «savior» of an african woman (postcolonialism)
• Internalized culture: woman’s submission to man’s desire
• Context: european hospital and care’s mindset
• Socio-economic: illegal, poor but access to hospital and french

• Interventions?
• To support an ongoing process of emancipation but at the rythm of the 

patient (doctor’s own bias? subtle postcolonialism here too?)
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Some surprises?
• Importance of dyads! (Koerber and Renshaw, p.11)

• W/W: more of… all + ! (more biomedical information!)

• M/M: calm, submissiveness, at ease (more 
biopsychosocial information)

• W/M: «worst»! Either in the content or rated

• M/W: the least patient-centered and more interventionist
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Some surprises?
• “..women physicians spend more time with patients, 

engage in more overall talk with patients, address the 
psychosocial issues of patients through questioning and 
counseling, and use more emotional talk, more positive 
talk, and active enlistment of patient engagement than 
their man counterparts.” (Koerber and Renshaw, p.12)
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Some surprises?
• Biology to be taken into account «paradoxically»!

• “There is indisputable scientific evidence that indicates 
that within communication, language, and speech 
impairments, male sex is a strong risk factor while 
female sex is a protective factor” (Koerber and Renshaw, 
p.15)
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Reflexivity as a realistic solution?

• Being aware!

• Self-knowledge (strenghts, limits, traits, preferences,…)

• Change our mindset… but is it possible? Tact and 
caution also with ourselves (vignettes)?

• Institution’s intervention… but when? «the third person» 
(seminars and teachings, warning, sanction)
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